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What we’ve done:

Research 
Process

 Reviewed peer communities

 TAG #1

 Incorporate regional studies

 Land Use Working Group

 Envision Tomorrow Model
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What’s included:

Overview

 Summary of Southern 

Nevada Strong Regional 

Plan

 Quick reference of 

demographics

 Review of all 3 research 

briefs

Jobs-housing Balance

Baseline Scenario Challenges Preferred Land Use Benefits Changes from the Baseline Scenario

Most of the growth is at the “fringe,” 

in single-use development types

 Transportation costs decrease 

 New infrastructure costs are less

 Land consumption decreases (-11K acres)

 30% fewer housing units in suburban residential 

development types

 18% fewer jobs in single-use employment types

 Average annual household transportation costs are $3,000 

less in central vs. fringe areas

Few “mixed-use centers”

 Jobs/housing proximity improves

 Transit supporting density increases

 Pedestrian and bicycle access increases

 Infill development increases 

(Increase of ~700 acres)

 51% of new housing units in mixed-use areas 

(Only 24% in base case)

 19% of new jobs in mixed-use areas

(Only 8% in base case)

 16% of new housing within a ¼ mile of high-capacity transit 

(Only 9% in the base case)

Low proximity of housing to existing 

schools and parks

 Better use of existing school facilities, potential to 

expand or build within existing neighborhoods

 Support existing public amenities

 26% more housing units within one mile of existing schools

 21% more housing units within a ¼ mile of existing parks

Fiscal efficiency

 Fewer road miles to build/maintain 

 Tax revenue increases (Higher property values for 

commercial land, more housing units)

 $600,000,000 cost savings in roadway infrastructure

 Overall increase in fiscal efficiency

Environmental resource use  Reduced emissions and resource usage

 11% decrease in energy use

 11% decrease in carbon emissions

 21% decrease in water use
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Housing Affordability
FIGURE 6

The Future of Housing in Greater Washington

The Washington D.C. metropolitan region used the results of a comprehensive housing

analysis to establish regional targets for future housing development. The targets,

which were developed collaboratively with input from local housing and planning

directors, aimed to address three important aspects of housing:

Housing Type

Figure 4: MISSING MIDDLE HOUSING

Daniel Parolek coined the term in 2010 and describes them as “building types, such as 

duplexes, fourplexes, cottage courts, and courtyard buildings [that] provide diverse 

housing options and support locally-serving retail and public transportation options.” 

Missing Middle “sit in the middle of a spectrum between detached single-family homes 

and mid-rise to high-rise apartment buildings, in terms of form and scale, as well as 

number of units and often, affordability.”

https://www.mwcog.org/documents/2019/09/10/the-future-of-housing-in-greater-washington/
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Next Steps
• Finalize Research Briefs

• Determine continued 

research

• Support funding 

applications for future 

studies 
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